Intellity
Intelligent Energy Saving Device

- Allows significant reduction in power consumption (up to 65%).
- Cuts electric circuits after temporized delay.
- Operated with Onity guest and master cards, with intelligence to differentiate them.
- Reads magstripe cards.
- Activates one or two relays depending on the information read from the card.
- Off-line.
- Attractive blue light for easy location in the dark.
- Green and red lights to indicate validity.
- Designed to be installed in a standard electrical box.
- No need to communicate with portable programmer.

- Power supply 110V AC or 220V AC
- Maximum current: 12 A (resistive current)
- Weight: 125 gr.
- Packing: Plastic bag
- Standard colours:
  - Black
  - Silver with Dark Grey front
  - Dark Grey with Silver front